
WiFi waves increase home awareness without being invasive.


Plume’s Sense service turns the smart devices in your customers’ 
homes into camera-free motion sensors, transforming the whole 
home into a sensor. The service is activated with a cloud update, 
running on SuperPods, and supported by OpenSync devices.  
Now, you can offer customers a private, convenient way to track 
expected and unexpected activity in their homes.

Sense

HomePass Sense

Turn your connected devices into a presence 
detection system attuned to you.
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The reality of home monitoring


Many customers wish they could keep a better eye on home 
activity while they’re away—but traditional camera systems can 
feel complicated and invasive. Meanwhile, service providers seek 
to offer differentiated technology that enhances their customers’ 
smart homes and paves the way for the future of automation.

Existing device use


Connected devices on the home network work 
together to detect movement inside the home, 
interpreting changes in WiFi waves to sense motion.

Real-time mode


See instant updates where movement in the home  
is located, especially after receiving a notification  
of unexpected motion.

Activity alerts


Alerts via the HomePass app can help customers  
keep an eye on family members in need, and see  
when visitors arrive or kids come home.

Key features

Smart activation


Using GPS, the system turns on automatically when 
the customer leaves, and turns off when they return 
home. No need to remember to enable the system.

Historical motion data


Customers can see movement patterns in their  
home over the last 7 days, through insightful data 
visualizations in the HomePass app.

Pet mode


Users can customize the system to ignore family  
pets, leaving them free to roam without triggering 
false alarms.



Let’s get started

Key benefits

Whole-home awareness


Sense helps smart homes become more  
attuned to its members, with 24/7 visibility into  
home activity from any location.

Privacy


Customers can maintain home privacy using  
existing hardware for motion detection  
rather than invasive cameras. Detect activity  
even in bathrooms and bedrooms, without  
compromising privacy.

Peace of mind


Through the HomePass app, customers can  
know when visitors come and go, and be alerted 
to any unexpected movement.

Convenience


Sense works with your customers’ existing  
home network. Service is delivered through 
Plume SuperPods, with no additional hardware 
or installation.

“Functionality like Sense opens up an  
entirely new level of sensing capability  
that will spur exciting new usage models 
beyond core internet connectivity.”  

Mark Vena, Moor Insights & Strategy
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Why partner with Plume?


Our services are proven to help CSPs reduce costs while increasing operational efficiency.*

*Data based on an average taken across Plume’s deployed CSP customer base.
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